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Abstract

Cross-lingual guidance (CLG) as an augmen-001
tation method is often applied in cross-lingual002
summarization (CLS) to improve its perfor-003
mance. In this paper, we empirically ex-004
plore how cross-lingual information of differ-005
ent quality benefits the encoding and decoding006
procedures for both cross-lingual and mono-007
lingual abstractive summarization (MLS). We008
specifically propose a summarization model009
DualSum which can utilize CLG in both en-010
coding and decoding, and construct a dataset011
BiRead with high-quality parallel bilingual012
document-summary pairs. The empirical ex-013
periments will show how CLS and MLS are014
influenced by CLG. 1015

1 Introduction016

With the development of machine translation (MT),017

the task of cross-lingual summarization (CLS) is018

proposed, aiming to generate a summary in another019

language different from the input document (Leuski020

et al., 2003). Initially, the techniques adopted021

are intuitive, first-translate-then-summarize or first-022

summarize-then-translate (Leuski et al., 2003;023

Orasan and Chiorean, 2008; Wan et al., 2010;024

Wan, 2011). Subsequently, the use of sequence-to-025

sequence (Seq2Seq) (Sutskever et al., 2014) tech-026

niques brought significant improvements over tra-027

ditional pipeline methods with one language as028

input and another language as output (Duan et al.,029

2019). In this case, the translated documents or030

summaries often served as augmented data of a031

Seq2Seq model. This kind of cross-lingual guid-032

ance (CLG) has proven useful in CLS (Shen et al.,033

2018; Duan et al., 2019; Zhu et al., 2019; Cao et al.,034

2020; Bai et al., 2021).035

In this paper, we would further explore the CLG036

problem: Can the translated text be flexibly used037

in both the encoder and decoder side of a Seq2Seq038

1We will release our data and code upon acceptance.

model to improve the performance of cross-lingual 039

and monolingual abstractive summarization? In our 040

opinion, for the CLS task, the parallel document- 041

summary pairs can offer more information in guid- 042

ing the generation of a precise summary. However, 043

to the best of our knowledge, such cross-lingual 044

guidance in CLS has only been discussed in the 045

decoding process and still lacks a comprehensive 046

review. Due to the maturity of MT techniques, the 047

low-cost translation makes the exploration of both 048

the encoding and decoding processes feasible. As 049

a byproduct, provided with parallel bilingual doc- 050

uments and summaries, we can also explore: Is 051

CLG able to boost the performance of monolingual 052

summarization (MLS)? As we know, in commonly 053

studied MLS, various external guidances such as 054

keywords and fact triples were used to improve the 055

performance of a summarization model and cross- 056

lingual information is barely involved (Dou et al., 057

2021). In addition, while accompanying the explo- 058

ration of cross-lingual guidance, MT techniques are 059

not perfect and may bring some translation errors. 060

So, we also put forward the question: how will the 061

quality of the cross-lingual information influence 062

the summarization performance? 063

Oriented with the questions above, in this paper, 064

we empirically study how CLG benefits summa- 065

rization learning under the Seq2Seq framework. 066

For the convenience of this study, we propose a 067

new summarization model and dataset, namely Du- 068

alSum and BiRead, respectively. DualSum is a 069

transformer based Seq2Seq model composed of 070

a Dual Encoder and a Bilingual Decoder, which 071

can utilize CLG in both encoding and decoding 072

phases. BiRead is a high-quality summarization 073

dataset which we collect for studying the effective- 074

ness of guidance quality. Each sample in BiRead 075

contains two human-written document-summary 076

pairs in Chinese and English that are semantically 077

parallel. Compared to machine translated CLG 078

applied in previous works, guidance from BiRead 079
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Figure 1: The Architecture of DualSum (we take
English-to-Chinese Summarization as example).

is considered to be of higher quality. Finally, by080

experimenting with different settings of DualSum,081

we discover that CLG with high quality is not only082

beneficial to CLS but also to MLS in both encoding083

and decoding.084

2 Model085

Here we briefly introduce our model DualSum for086

empirical studies. Figure 1 illustrates the archi-087

tecture of DualSum, which is composed of two088

modules: the Dual Encoder and the Bilingual De-089

coder. The dual encoder includes two separate text090

encoders respectively encoding the input document091

in source language and its translated text and pro-092

duce contextual representations for both languages.093

The bilingual decoder utilizes the representations094

in both languages for decoding. To leverage CLG095

in the decoding stage, we apply multi-task learn-096

ing on DualSum to jointly learn generating two097

summaries in both source and target languages.098

Formally, we denote the input document in099

source language as x and its translated text as xG;100

the reference summary in target language as y and101

the corresponding translated summary as yG. We102

aim to study how xG and yG separately benefits103

this task, and how CLG of different quality benefits104

CLS and MLS.105

Dual Encoder Two text encoders separately en-106

codes x and xG into their contextual representation107

h and hG. Each encoder is composed of a stack of108

transformer layers (Vaswani et al., 2017). Follow-109

ing Cao et al. (2020), We apply a unified BPE (Sen-110

nrich et al., 2016) dictionary for the model and111

share two encoders’ parameters to enhance the iso-112

morphism of both contextual representations.113

Bilingual Decoder During training, the decoder114

takes y and yG as target of generation. Similar to115

the encoder, the decoder also adopts transformer116

layers. Take y as an example, in each transformer117

layer, we first apply a multi-head self-attention118

English Text: However, a new study conducted by the 

University of Limerick in Ireland found that resistance exercise 

training, like weightlifting, may actually help soothe anxiety. 

English Summary: Research finds that weightlifting has 

surprisingly calming effects. 

Chinese Text:  然而，爱尔兰利默里克大学进行的一项新研

究发现，像举重一样的阻力运动训练实际上可能有助于缓
解焦虑。(However, a new study carried out by University of 

Limerick in Ireland foud that, resistance exercise like weight 

lifting maybe actually help relieve anxiety. )

Chinese Summary: 研究发现举重具有惊人的镇静效果。
(Reaches find that weightlifting has surprisingly calming effect.)

Chinese Summary (Machine Translated): 研究发现，举重
效果令人惊讶。 (Reaches find that the effect of weightlifting 

is surprising.)

Figure 2: Example of BiRead dataset. The first four
blocks show a sample of BiRead. The fifth block shows
a Chinese summary translated with machine.

layer to get y’s contextual representation o, then 119

attend o to the encoded bilingual representations 120

h and hG from the encoder to produce v and vG, 121

respectively. 122

v, vG = MultiHead(h, h, o),MultiHead(hG, hG, o) 123

where MultiHead(x, y, z) represents applying x, 124

y and z as key, value and query for multi-head 125

attention, respectively. Later, we fuse v and vG by: 126

u = LayerNorm((W ([v; vG]) + b)) (1) 127

where W and b are trainable parameters, u is then 128

passed to the FFN block. Similarly, we can get uG. 129

Multi-Task Learning We apply multi-task 130

learning to take advantage of CLG. We first teach 131

the model to generate the reference summary y 132

with Negative Log-Likelihood(NLL) loss: 133

LT = −
∑
t

logP (yt|y<t, x, x
G) (2) 134

where t is the generation step of decoding. To 135

optimize reference summary generation, we also 136

generate the translated summary as an auxiliary 137

task, and its NLL loss LG is computed analogously. 138

The overall training loss is defined as: L = LT + 139

λLG, where λ ∈ (0, 1] controls the weights of the 140

auxiliary task. 141

3 BiRead Dataset 142

To evaluate the influence of CLG quality over 143

model performance, we newly construct a dataset 144

named BiRead which contains 247,157 bilingual 145

news and headlines written in both Chinese and 146
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Model
En2En Zh2Zh Zh2En En2Zh

R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L

Trans 41.46 20.92 36.15 42.35 27.28 35.57 31.12 11.38 25.85 39.44 23.94 32.82

EncGuid (low) 41.13 20.90 36.04 42.97 28.91 36.59 32.99 12.71 28.07 40.77 25.70 33.79
EncGuid (high) 41.64 21.16 36.39 43.99 29.41 37.29 41.64 24.16 36.39 43.99 29.40 37.30
DecGuid (low) 42.64 21.71 37.10 44.21 29.49 37.42 35.20 14.29 29.79 40.33 25.05 33.06
DecGuid (high) 42.64 21.81 37.22 44.32 29.75 37.71 36.05 15.01 30.82 42.97 27.75 35.72

DualSum 42.74 21.91 37.15 45.28 30.56 38.50 42.74 21.91 37.15 45.28 30.56 38.50

Table 1: Experiment results on BiRead. EncGuid and DecGuid respectively stands for CLG in encoder and
decoder side. low and high indicate CLG of low or high quality. Underline means the highest score in the fourth
block. Highest score of a column is denoted in bold.

Model R-1 R-2 R-L

TETran 26.15 10.60 23.24
TLTran 30.22 12.20 27.04
TNCLS 36.82 18.72 33.20

CLS+MT 40.23 22.32 36.59
CLS+MS 38.25 20.20 34.76
ATS-A 40.47 22.21 36.89
(Cao et al., 2020) 38.12 16.76 33.86

DualSum 41.32 22.57 37.52

Table 2: Comparison with baselines and previous
works on En2ZhSum dataset. Our DualSum outcom-
petes all the baselines and previous models.

English in parallel. These news and headlines are147

collected from several bilingual news websites and148

most of them are written by human.2 Therefore,149

different from previous machine translated CLS150

datasets like En2ZhSum (Zhu et al., 2019), BiRead151

contains high-quality semantically parallel bilin-152

gual text and summary pairs, which facilitates our153

empirical study. After collecting raw data from the154

news websites, we conduct dataset preprocessing,155

such as data cleaning and tokenizing. Due to space156

limit, the details are not presented here. We ran-157

domly split BiRead into 241,157/ 3,000/ 3,000 for158

training, validation and testing, respectively. On159

average, each English document contains 593.83160

words (17.6 sentences) and each Chinese docu-161

ment 1207.8 Chinese characters (29.15 sentences).162

Each English summary has an average size of 16.4163

words (1.1 sentences) and each Chinese summary164

29.2 chars (1.5 sentences).165

Figure 2 is an example of BiRead. The first four166

blocks are a sample from BiRead, including the167

English and Chinese texts and summaries, which168

are semantically similar. The fifth block shows169

2Websites like CNN, VOA, DailyMail, contain bilingual
news to benefit language learners.

a Chinese summary translated from the parallel 170

English Summary using google-translation API. 171

Obviously, the Chinese summary in our sample is 172

of higher quality than the machine translated one. 173

4 Experiments 174

4.1 Experiment Setup 175

In the experiments, we evaluate the quality of gen- 176

erated summaries using ROUGE F1 (Lin, 2004). 177

To be specific, we use ROUGE-1, 2 and L. Besides 178

BiRead, we also conduct experiments on two CLS 179

datasets: En2ZhSum and Zh2EnSum, proposed 180

by Zhu et al. (2019). En2ZhSum is an English- 181

to-Chinese summarization dataset constructed us- 182

ing round-trip translation with 364,687 training 183

pairs, 3,000 validation pairs, and 3,000 test pairs. 184

Zh2EnSum is a Chinese-to-English summarization 185

dataset using the same strategy as En2ZhSum with 186

1,699,713 training pairs, 3,000 validation pairs, and 187

3,000 test pairs. The implementation details are 188

listed in Appendix B. 189

4.2 Cross-Lingual Guidance Analysis 190

Effectiveness on CLS and MLS We first evalu- 191

ate the summarization performance on both CLS 192

and MLS with and without CLG on our BiRead 193

dataset and the experiment results are illustrated 194

in Table 1. Trans denotes the DualSum model 195

without CLG (i.e., a vanilla transformer model). 196

We present the performance of DualSum with and 197

without CLG respectively in the second and fourth 198

blocks of Table 1. For MLS, results are listed in 199

columns En2En and Zh2Zh. Compared to Trans, 200

DualSum can steadily promote its performance for 201

about 1 point on English summarization, and 3 202

points on Chinese summarization. For CLS, Dual- 203

Sum achieves significant improvements of about 11 204

points on average in Chinese-to-English CLS (the 205
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Zh2En column), and about 6 points in English-206

to-Chinese CLS (the En2Zh column). These re-207

sults indicates the effectiveness of CLG on MLS208

and CLS, respectively. We also conduct exten-209

sive experiments on the En2ZhSum and Zh2EnSum210

datasets to further evaluate the effect of CLG on211

CLS. DualSum with MT-based CLG steadily out-212

performs Trans on En2ZhSum Zh2EnSum (check213

Appendix A for details), further validating the ef-214

fect of CLG in promoting CLS performance. MT-215

based CLG is not so effective as human trans-216

lated CLG (i.e., CLG in BiRead), meaning CLG of217

higher quality may bring more improvements.218

Guidance from Encoder and Decoder Side To219

evaluate the effect of CLG from encoder or de-220

coder side, we conduct ablation study on Dual-221

Sum. The third row block of Table 1 shows the222

results. EncGuid means DualSum with guidance223

only from encoder side, where we keep the dual224

encoder and leave alone the guidance of translated225

summaries from decoder side. DecGuid denotes226

DualSum with guidance only from decoder side,227

where we keep one encoder and use bilingual de-228

coder to train through multi-task learning. We can229

see that in most cases, model with EncGuid or230

DecGuid achieves better results than Trans, prov-231

ing the effectiveness of CLG in both sides. Further,232

on average, EncGuid improves performance by 1.0233

point on MLS and 8.2 points on CLS, and DecGuid234

improves performance by 1.6 points on MLS and235

4.0 points on CLS, indicating that guidance from236

encoder is more helpful to CLS, guidance from237

decoder is more helpful to MLS. Concerning that238

most of the previous works of CLS only adopt CLG239

in decoder side, we suggest more attention be paid240

to leveraging CLG in encoder side.241

Effectiveness of CLG Quality We apply CLG242

of different quality to encoder and decoder side and243

present the experiment results in the third block of244

Table 1. CLG of low quality is translated by ma-245

chine, which is obtained through google-translation246

API in practice, and CLG of high quality is trans-247

lated by human, which is directly available in our248

dataset. CLG of high quality in encoder side outper-249

forms the low-quality version by an average of 0.5250

and 6.5 ROUGE scores in MLS and CLS, respec-251

tively. And for decoder side it is respectively 0.1252

and 1.8 on average. We can conclude that CLG of253

higher quality can boost model performance in all254

cases. Additionally, we find that improving CLG255

quality is more beneficial for encoder module and256

for CLS task. 257

4.3 Comparison with SOTA Models 258

We also compare our DualSum model with some 259

baselines and previous work on En2ZhSum dataset. 260

Results are presented in Table 2. As listed in the 261

second block, TETran, TLTran and TNCLS are 262

baseline models proposed by Zhu et al. (2019). 263

The first two are pipeline models respectively 264

adopting the translate-then-summarize strategy and 265

summarize-then-translate strategy, and we use 266

google-translation API to perform machine transla- 267

tion. The third is a transformer model performing 268

end-to-end CLS. In the third block, we list the 269

results of some previous works. CLS+MT and 270

CLS+MS are two multi-task strategies proposed 271

by Zhu et al. (2019) which simultaneously trains 272

CLS with MT or MLS. ATS-A (Zhu et al., 2020) 273

is a pointer-generator network utilizing translation 274

patterns in CLS. Cao et al. (2020) is a multi-task 275

framework which jointly learns cross-lingual align- 276

ment and summarization. 277

We can see that our model outcompetes TETran, 278

TLTran and TNCLS by a large margin. Further, Du- 279

alSum also produces better results than multitask 280

training framework CLS+MT and CLS+MT repec- 281

tively by more than 1 or 2 ROUGE points on aver- 282

age. We suppose it is because either CLS+MT or 283

CLS+MS utilizes CLG only in decoder side, while 284

DualSum adopts CLG on both encoder side and 285

decoder side. It also outperforms ATS-A and Cao 286

et al. (2020), which are competitive CLS models. 287

With a simple architecture, our model DualSum 288

can surpass some strong CLS models, and we can 289

conclude that CLG still has an improvement space 290

for improving CLS performance. 291

5 Conclusions 292

In this paper, we study how CLG benefits ab- 293

stractive summmarization from a comprehensive 294

view. For an empirical study, we propose the Du- 295

alSum model which can utilize cross-lingual guid- 296

ance in both encoding and decoding side, and con- 297

struct a large-scale bilingual summarization dataset 298

BiRead. Our work further verifies the effectiveness 299

of CLG on both MLS and CLS tasks from encoder 300

and decoder side. We also have some inspiring 301

conclusions that guidance from encoder is more 302

helpful to CLS and guidance from decoder is more 303

helpful to MLS, and CLG of higher quality can 304

produce better results. 305
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A Other Results412

Model
En2ZhSum Zh2EnSum

R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L

Trans 38.56 21.13 35.12 39.75 21.95 35.66
DualSum 41.33 22.57 37.52 40.57 21.69 35.76

Table 3: Experiment results on En2ZhSum and
Zh2EnSum. Meaning of Trans and DualSum is con-
sistent with Table 1.

B Implementation Details413

We use a unified BPE vocabulary with a size of414

approximately 15,000. For DualSum, the number415

of both encoder and decoder layers is 6, the hidden416

size is 512, and the number of heads in multi-head417

attention is 8. Fairseq (Ott et al., 2019) framework418

is used to implement all the models above. We419

apply Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2017) with420

β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.998, and ε = 10−9. We set421

dropout rate to 0.1 and warmup steps to 8000.422
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